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Contract No. NAS 9-13452: "Psychological and Physiological
Correlates of Stress: Perfortance on a Cooperative Task"
Introduction l
Recently this laboratory has been concerned with the rel<ltion-
ship of personality dimensions to performance with particular emphasis
on the poss;ibla physiological response components which would predict
perfo •rcnance decrement in the various personality "types. " (Roessler,,
Final Report NASA NCR 44-003-031; Roessler and Lester, Final Report
i" NAS 9-11753; Lester et 2^lj 1975; Lester et al, 1975a) The sleep depri-
f.` vatiorc st,essor situation brought together subjects who had a variety of
$ personaligr chamcm-n.stics.	 Observation of subjects under these ex-
e. perimental con li ffon s suggested that certain combinations of persons l
with vatrious r , ;ca :,,i ry characteristics were likely [o cause additional
deterioration of raz?orniance, beyond that expected from the planned
stress.	 The c<c ,-i-r studies However failed to systematically vary these
r persomility type combinations and. therefore prevented any meaningful
compu dson of tha`effeccs.
	 The current research project attempted to
systematically inanipulatei the effects of personality type combinations
on perforninc,e-- pecificaily on a cooperative task, the Prisoner's
Dilemma (Lindsey and Axonson, 1969).
Y	 ^^•
Research on the cooperative task called the Prisoner's Dilewma
(PD) has often been difficult to interpret due to conflicting and/,or mixed
^ p	 _ i 
	 strategy inresults.	 For exam le, subjects who choose a competitive
one PD task may cooperate in another situation which apparently is in- ' ,y
3 fluenced by the same variables (Sermat, 1970). This is likely to be due to
` variables other than those in the payoff matrix (Steiner, ;1972).
	
Some
mves,t7ga.tors attribute much of ithe variance in PD to_personality char=
z actcnst -Is (Terhune, 1963, 1970; Wrightsm an, 1966).
	 The personality
characten"stics which were measured in the current study were the
13arxatt Impulsiveness Scale (Bgrratt and White
	
i19h9.), the E, se
Personality lnventory Scales (Kaplan et al, 1965);at!d the nurturance
and succorance sub-scales of the Edwads .Personal Preference"Inventory
( -dwaxrls, `1959; aind a mood scale or adj,ecti^ve checklis ('Daub and
Be bea; 1974).	 Im-addirion to the personality characteristics of 'the
individual participants some consideration must be given to the inter-
R	 s` action between these twondividwals (Rapoport and Opm^mah, 1965).
^A
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In addition, the perceived characteristics of the other person affects #
c' the amount of cooperation displayed (Lave, 1965).	 Past research hasl t shown die high audio ritaiianism subjects were both less trusting and
less trustworthy daring the PD test; than subjects low on authoritanaci-
l; ism (Deutsch,1960)4	 A comparison of cooperative and competitivepersons as defined by their PD behavior revealed a basic difference
' in the way in which they viewed human nature (Kelly and Stahelski,
].970); cooperators tend to believe others are heterogeneous as to
their coope .rativeiess /competitiveness, whereas competitors tend to
believe other persons are uniformly competitive.
^,
V! The present study was designed to investigate the relationship
s
of pecsona]i y ciirnensions to performance.	 The personality measure
if used to select subjects, the Barratt Impulsiveness, Scale, is hypothe-
sized to be ml a ,c I to a style of behavior which should affect the trend
of cti^ ices which V. —; o l js subjects will make.	 Additionally, it is
„	 t hypothesized th yt :Ii2 physiological status of each subject prior to
registering hi:, . hoice should contribute to prediction of his coopera-
tion or noncoop
	
=don on a given response.	 Thus those persons who
n, view vile situation as competitive should show higher physiological
responsivity tt,in,ti-11 	 who are cooperative.	 The mo^:d scale scores4s were expecu	 ) be related to the style of response adopted--Le.,
those subjects'=porting more negative mood states prior to the 'begin-
G` ning of the e^zpe ti ,:ent would be expected :to cooperate less than those? ; reporting positive mood states.
	 It was also expected that the oppor-
f	 ;! tunity to ci,mmuriicate between the two sets of trials would increase
&	 ;9a the coopei-ativeness evidenvadoby all participants.
^	 l
'I Method
Sttb'ects: The Barratt
 impulsiveness Scale (BIS) was used to
iz select 41 male and 41 female college age subjects such that their BIS
}	
t' scores were 75 standaind devrarion fmm, the mean. 	 Su'l jests were
assigned to Pairs of 'like gender or, unlike gender and to similar and
# dissimilar impulsiveness groups-
`; Apparatus: 'l\vo identical performance modules, S inches x
5 inches k 7 inches were coiastntcted for use by tiie partners perforrtling!
a Pinsoner- 's Dilemma task.	 Each had a ready light mounted between
F two response buttons and four display. lights which sign . led to the
,.^	 Y+
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partners the outcotlle of each trial. When the ro ady light was on,
each Subject (Su joct A and 13) was to cle;pi-css either rzC ponsc b urt:oll 1
or resl , inse button 2 within ten seconds. l-iftccn seconds after the
ready lit ht Ilacl come on the Outcome of the trial was displayed to each
subject via one of the: four display lights. These four lights corre-
sponded to the four possible: response outcomes: A IBI, A 1132, A2131,
A2132. Each of these outcomes was associated with a certain payoff
according to the traditional Prisoner's Dilemma payoff matrix: and
iderltifiecl to the Subjects in terms of money lie and Ws. pa rrner gained
or lo.it. When the outcome was A 1131, the light labeled "you win 5^,
he wins 5^" was illuminated; when the response outcome was A2132,
the li- ht labeled "you lose 5 he loses 50" was illuminated. If sub-
ject :1 desprussed button I and subject B depressed button 2, A IB2
outcome, subject A lost 10c' and subject B won 10^. Conversely a
A2111 respontic tit-:is followcc by the illumination of the light labeled
"You will 104, I1 fosc s 1.0^, "
Tile sub.icctS' iLSpoilses and response latencies were loco ided
on ei ig ital magn^^.ic tnpc as were second .1y second Measures of heart
rate and basal -kin rL,4.,;tance and galv^mic skin r:;sponSes. Basal
skin u-Q,,isrance	 later transfornv^-d to skin conductance by a genc:ral
puljxrse computer.
Procedu m: Upon arriving in the laboratory tfie subject was
asked to complete an c1L!jectivC checklist (Taub and Barer, 1974) and
was tried briefed oil the general prvicedLI11C of tale excpeLiMcilt IS to
skin conductance and ECG elect r.-odos. The subject was placed ill a
sound-attenuated room with the PI) module and writ ten instructions
for the PD test were read and explained to hint.
Injtructions: Neither partner knew about the other nlcinbcr
of the pai r; he was told he was performing against "a rindorhl response
generator." After one session of thirty trials, the pa rticipants wove
given a nest period. During this period both subjects were told about
their partner and the two were allowed LT) cc^*mmuniCate for three
minutes Via a hl intercom system. They «er: net allowed to discuss
their tnuttl:il strategy for the succeeding period of the 1'D test. This
verhal exchange was monitored and recorY.led. "111en an additional
thirty trials were p:;rformed with each subject aware of the identity
of his parmer. At the conclusion of the sixty 1'P trials the clectiocLs
were removed f nm the subject and he was asked to complete another
REPI"-'r)1?OI P^, LiT S' OF THS
ORI(r y i j;^T - PACIE	 POOR
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adjective Checklist, the Lyscnck Personality inventory (Eysenck and
l3yset, ok, 1965), nurturance and preferencc scales of the Edwards
Pe.rscnal Ptefercnce. Inventory (Edwards, 1959) and the Internal/
L"xternal Seale (Rotter, 1966).
Results
Porfor-►nance: The performance measures taken during this
study were a measure of reaction time accurate to one-tenth of a
second anti tile response made on each trial- -i.e., whether the subject
rnado , t cooperative, '1'ype 1 response, or a noncooperative .  Type 2
resFx)n:-^e, o p t Ili,; module. Analysis of the Type 1 versus Type 2
n:sp)II ;es	 that the majority of these subjects adopted a
comb..- itive attiiuJu :onvards the task. A total of 26 blocks of trials
out c f t 161 ernu? .: ! T_ .•, t^,gorized as cooperative responses. Of the 82
subjcc-ts 1-i rL	 : ' ,pore often in a cooperative manner than in a
noncoope.rativu	 r in the first 30 trials and 12 responded more
often in a coolx-	 -e. than in the noncooperative manner in the second
block: of 30 t ' ai:. Ilia ratio of cooperative to noncooperative ie-
slx+nSat; was an.; I y
 _-:ad by sex and impulsivity pal rings. Table I shows
the in,,-an and 	 .- rd deviation values of this ratio for each type pair.
The clifforcnc.­^;	 the various sex and impulsivity type: pairs
was not si-tii f? _ _:t. (1 = 1.04; df - 9 , 144; p y. 10). There was, how-
ever, a si,ni&:::.zt increase in cooperation for the seconci block of
30 r.r-aiL, (F _ 1.9-1 R; df - 1, 144; p <.05). Since the amount of money
each participan r
 rc!ceived was directly related to the number of
coop°rati%-e uireonies (A 1, 131) and since no differences existed between
groups fur that moasuie of cooperativeness, it was not surprising that
the re was no di ffe ronce in ,tn.ount of money paid to the subjects related
to their sex or impulsivity group membership (all F C 1 values).
Table 11 shows the reaction time data. As noted, the female
subjects tended to respond more quickly than <acir male counterparts.
This result is interestin ,r but uninterpretablc in view of the lack of
emphasis on speed of Msponse in the instructions.
Physiology: The data shown in Table III indicates no differences
between cooperative and noncooperative subjects on heart rate, skin
conductanc(- or gah-anic skin response measures. There were differ-
enccs ntti utable to the sex factor and to the experimental manipulations
between blocks of trials. Table IV shows the mean physiology values. for
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the sex and impulsivity groups. lleart rate was significantly different
for males and females, females having the higher average r-ate (I =
5.99; df = 3,410; p <. 01.).
The changes in physiological responses from trial block I to
trial block II is indicated in 'fable V. These values suggest habitua-
tion except for the skin conducLince increase on trial I1. The differ-
ences between trials are significant for all physiological measures
(Heart rate: 1 7, = 6.971; df = 1, 78; p <. 01; Slain conductance: F =
10. 826; df -7 1 , 78; p <.Ol; Galvanic skin response numbc;r. F =
11. 623; df = t, 78: p <.0' ; Galvanic skim response amplitude: F =
17.926; df = 1 7 7 1): p <.01). The values for physiological responses
within each 1)1,)c',, of thirty trials are suggestive of habituation for
skill ^^nl:luctcrr,.^,^, but heart rate shows a pattern of elevation at both
the i,liri^^d^m + '	 x:11 blocks and at the termination. This may be
an an y icipatioii	 :•^'-
1'cr_-'on,: ' 'n addition to the impulsivity scores which were
used for sch.,ct -. .nd served as one factor in some additional analyses
SONI C-, rA] ether p.: _­anality tests were administered.	 Table VI lists the
iirtezr^^rrel rtiv.^ 1--3vveen these test scores and measures of per-for-
mance.	 1'ite
 ;nificant correlation was between the Barratt
I111pulSivcne s S: 1s and the number of type II or uncooperative re-
sponse.? made::1. .1, h participant.
"I'ablo %T .shows the values of moot s reported by par'dcipants
before and after the oxpeilment. Although these mood scales did not
correlate significantly with perfonnance, they did vary significantly
between s7rbups and from before to after the experiment. Anxiety was
reported least by the low impulsive male group of subjects (F = 5.03;
df :7 156; p <.05). All groups reported less anxiety following the
e.T-%T 	 than before (F = 10.514; df = 1,156; p x.01). Both sex
and impulsiveness were significant factors for the reported level of
hostility (F (sex) = 8.41; F (imp) = 11.86; df = 1,156; p <.01). High
iinpulsiVe subjects and males tended to report feeling , more hostile
than did low impulsive subjects or females. There was no significant
chan`,e it this measure from beginning to post testing. High impulsive
subjects also tended to report being more depressed than low impulsive
subjects (F = 6. 15; df = 1,156; p <. 05). This was stable across both
test administrations. The reports of depression are in apparent contrast
to the reported higher cheerfulness of high impulsive subjects
-	 'REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
RIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
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(F 9.626; (.If = l , 156; p <. 01). llhe significant interaction of sex
and impLrlsiviLy (F 4.66; df = 1,156; p <. 05) indicates that this
effect. 15 dLI:: to the high impulsive female groups hither cheerful-
ness h^rti ►h .
Interaction; The lx: riod of convo r-sation between blocks of
trials was limited to three minutes and to non-task relatod topics.
For this reason the types of into-	 •ns were insufficiently varied
to be a menable to pat.-hmetric am-k	 In genetnl, all interactions
were positive or neutral in tone.
• 1110. 11oll 'lIl 1t;hendellCe of these two person responses is dem-
onstritc^(l I)c,;r t-, the r^;sults of atten;pted r>r^;reasion equation de-
veloprrent.	 Mthou ',. lh ticx and impulsivity were relevant factors tc-
0010 i- %; rIV_IbIC -_rid not account fcr a significant portion of the
varin:ico in di- responses made in these trials. 	 '1110 most
si t 	 l^t.^'	 .': r	 f noncoope rative responses was the number
of cot;po r ativc	 _ ;; s shade by a subject's partner (F = 1.7.528;
d 
	 =	 1,'8(); p <. t:' !.	 :best two measures, cooperative responses
by ore's psirtuc : rhoncOOpeinlive responses by the subject, we to
ne;O^ativ , ly c:orr, ; I (1. _ -.435).	 This result may be interpreted as
indicating, a clyci ' :e:ir.:rde toward competition or coopeiation is as
import:rnr ns tl._' : r~rcteristics of either person alone.
in addit,. ., Table VII shows	 corr.'clations between the
mood s: le> ,inJ response choices. Only the relationship between
the hhLrmixOr of LII',000perative responses and cheerfulness measuied
aftor the experiment was si.`;Ilificant.
Summary and Conclusions
The hypothesis that impu .sivi ty is related to response style
in die Prisoner's Dilemma task was partially supported by the corre-
lation between the Rirr-itt 11I1pulsiveness Scale scores and number of
noncoolk rativo. ieslxhnses. This effect was not strong enough to
produce si-nificant differences in ANOVn's of the response measures.
The plivsi.ological response measures were not significantly
affected by whether Ss were more or less cooperative than the average.
This result is cloucfed by thu generally competitive style adopted by
IIlost Sy.
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The mood of thesO, Ss Nv;is tut significantly relatc-d to tt-sponse
styles.
The limited communication permitted between blocks of trials
was appa tently enot11 -1 11 to increase the coojvra Live ness of Ss signifi-
cantly (:ice Table 1). Additional co,iliilunl.cation might have shown
the differential effects of similar and dissimiLa r pairing by set: and/or
personality dimensions, but this must await further study.
TAI:
Ratio of Cooper.-^tive to Is
for Sox and Impulsivity Pairings
'1.' ri a 1 1'• ' TTial 11
Wi do S. y. Ratio S. D.
1. 1100/HiF .431 .277 2.214 3.484
2. 11 i \l/L,o1 .852 1.010 .329 .384
3. I h N1/I fAl .554 . 350 1.913 3.143
4. 1h%I/1fi11 .655 .481 .798 .836
5. 11 i F/ LOF . 673 .383 .620 .489
6. 1 i i I ; /H i F .662 .398 .754 .394
7. 11i 1 /I-oM .316 .168 .872 .639
8. 1-,oI-/L.oI .663 .541 .468 .322
9. LOM/ 1_-o -M . 518 .404 .255 .238
10. 1..o\I /LoI .667 .648 .398 .302
'Trials I and Il were significantly different (F = 1.948, df = 1, 144,
p <.05)
l
TAH T 11., II
Reaction "rime Mcalis fol . ,sex an^i I111PAsivity Civups
First 30 Trials and Second 30 Trinls
T ria l I
	 Tri-11 11
	
Wr	 R'1' SI)
	 R11,
	 RT .SD
Females*
I H-11 Impulsive	 1.39	 .944	 1.70	 . 825
,.,,)',V Inlpul-;ive	 2.05	 1.083	 1.80	 .933
Ma lc
Ili .;h	 2.34	 .780	 2.20	 1. 102
Low Illll)llI .. 1 V:
	
2.31	 1.144	 2. 12
	
. 986
*Fc:-n,Ac;s wo.v,-: si nificclntly faster in re^iponse times (F = 5. 67;
Cif = 1,14 I; p . 05) I It no significant d i fference exists between
impulsivity levels (1 < 1) or between blocks of t0.1Is (F = 1.398, 1)7. 10).
Also no significant interaction was found bemeen these throe. factors.
TABLE III
I'Ilysioloi;ica1 Responses
of Cooix mtive and Noncoonemtive Subjects14
t-,ltive Noncoo .1-ative
Trial I Trig I I 
_
Trial 1 1'ria r II
IN'lecut Sly Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
fill 0"0.12 12. 70 76.34 12.63 79.72 13.40 78.14 11.58
SC 22.99 '.	 +. 25.64 18.65 19.68 12.53 22. 12 12.88
GSR No. 2.00 - 1.45 .70 2.09 1.30 1.49 .91
GSR Amp. 2.01 .60 .34 1.74 2.22 .76 .77
*subj ,o: - .- -. t e p rized on the basis of a dichotomy at the overall
mean
	
No significant differences weiv found between
core,- : ; ve a tid noncoope 1'ati ve g roues.
R;
tQ
F
TABLE IN!
jjiys101o,,;jcnl ltcslxoit:;le s of	 Croups
I I is SC: GS R .,1nj). CSIt nc—
_ ._._
1lihh Male 73.57 22.9 1. 135 1.60
I (igh Fulllllc S;i. 06 20.5 1.032 1.. 48
Vow \1:110 72.96 25.7 .625 1.76
Lim .
 Fe.111clle >3. 25 16.8 1. 5'9 L Al l
11
,rA BLE V
Physiologicni Vahios for Trial Blocks
I -i-I IL I	 IT7 I 11
I [it
	 78.93	 77.49
5(,	 20.59	 22.06
GSR r. ,.	 1.86	 1.25
QiR A:	 1.69	 .60
TABLE \71
Correlations of Personality NlcaSLI Ile.13 and Perforniancul
No. of Coop.	 No. of Nuncoop
Amount \VOII Rcsponscs	 Responses	 (overall)
ISIS .050t -. 1056	 .2037
ES -.0381 -.1551	 . 1^21
E .0136 -.1652	 .1589
N 0 163 -.0513	 .0-181
.0151	 -.0440
Nt 1 10'. 4-i S 7 .0843	 -.0116
SUC. 071-115 .048-1
E. 1.170 -.1.267	 .0329
*Si(,nific,,int at p <. j I0
1.
3.571. 11.333
4.728 3.851
1.900 13.300
2.845 3. -0")S
2. 1 i0 10.762
2.421 3.015
	1.700	 9.900
	
1.809
	 2.900
TABLE V1T
Mood Reports by Sex aijd Impulsiveness Groups
Pre
Arwiety3, 4 1Iostility 1,
 2 Depression) Cheerfulnessl,4
Hi Male h 5.952 5.952
SD 4.47-7 5.509
Hi Female X :x.050 4.500
Si) -1.298 5.286
Lo Ma 1C X x..90 3.095
5D . {)60 4.538
Lo Fonlal, .\ r:iU 1.700
SD -.178 2.408
	
4.238	 11.762
	
4.668	 3.434
	
3.150	 12.950
	
3.297	 4.628
	
1.762	 11.286
	
2.862	 2.473
	
2.100
	
10.500
	
2.382	 3.859
Hi Male X .I. 286
SD 4.573
Hi Female X 2.900
SD 4.179
Lo Male X 2.095
SD 2.982
Igo Female X 2.750
SD 3.075
Post
7.143
5.836
3.400
4.706
4.000
4.572
2.000
1.947
1 1nlpulsiveness factor. significant
2 Sox factor si(Tnificant
3p2-e/post difference significant
4 1inpulSh'Oness-Sett interaction significant
TABLE Fill
Correlations of 1\400d Scales and Response Choices
No. of Coope intive No. of Noncooper-ative
	
Responses	 Responses
Mood Pre Experiment
Anxiety	 -, 0853	 .0516
Cheerfulness	 .02-11	 -.0576
Dopers Sion	 -.0121	 .01.61
I lostility	-.0214	 .0453
Mood lest L'%pc ri IIICm
A gaiety	 .0605	 .0859
Chc0 z-fu 1 n:: s 	 .0293	 -. 1926':`
llepi:o«
	
.0433	 . 1299
I Iotilit} 	 .0730	 .0-517
*p <. 01
e'
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POST PD QUESTIONNAIR>E?
1. V-1hy did you velumeer for this t%periment? Circle me or Whore:
interested	 Needed money	 For Fall
For A dventurP	 V'h'(* 1-400	 Other
2. L?[d you have txOklb?e firtdirg 1) }►:.or- Yes No
2) 'The. right rm. - Y es No
33 A parking place. - Yes No
3. L'id you knor" .ox suspect) r!lnt j►ou had a hlllt Uri pArt.:rs front! the 'N'.-girming of rile
experiment, i.e. daring
 t1:e fl-st 30 trials?
VAir t of ped you off?
S. Po you think your partir-ar wa.; cooperative?
v. M you oink your p,urtaex w is competitive7
e(q ). t` har c:f%ect didd, the krunvi. clge at he. se . p rCh:- attic?- Suujecr. hive on your
recporise- dw ing the gar:k?
;b.) Mould you rather he ve had n n,-ca g (a. of a %3m,-, el as the oibctr subject j.D the
expo-0: nent `r
In ger•-sral, s.id you 111 1 v!,  the e:,fleh irnPnht?
Ve'.e th s elecri-odes rficogmfortalhle? Explain?
Lc). 'did you like t'h4 decicior, case itself?
4(i},F%"^ 5rou tt'Jsk the S E^ake's ^'s'l^1 oY I^^c Sao I.Elu;) ^.^r f.'YC- too hiLp or bGJ low or
,bout rii;iht?
hat\.'8.'_' your v trat(tgy during the. c°7.periImont?
Id. Did U1 C rtict, thHt Leis study Nlias conducted through	 Psyc-MQrSy dept. have any
	
cs0-cz on your par'lom-lauce er, the 	 If so, vvftnt?
i 1. 1-low iiIEICi't tk+ ,°oLt 13°F.:i tho I3i0nic:^r yol? COL' _- S orate f:1,'iis ?:^;erh-f3-Ctt? Circic one..
7	 0	 5	 7	 3	 2	 1
IN 100	 So-::o	 Cora°t 'r;iru
12. Do you think 'Four partriler won. more or less t'khm You?
jtM0DUCIBII'YN OF T;ir
OltlQiirAL PAGB IS POOR
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'	 Mood Scale
DE.scribe your present mood with your first
reaction to each of the following words. Do
not be concerned about remembering respons-
es to previous items in the list; just respond
to each word individually.
NOT
	 QUITE
AT	 MODER -	 A EX-
ALL A LITTLE ATELY
	
BIT TREMELY
friendly
weary
lonely
satisfied
worried ---------------------------
tense
lively
dependable
sarcastic
truthful---------------------------
annoyed
warm-hearted
washed-out
depressed
forgetful --------------------------
carefree
j ittery
active
alert
able to work -----------------------
nausea
grouchy
sociable
muddled
worn-out --------------------------
sad
tired
irritable
ashamed
on edge ---------------------------
cheerful
slowed-down
good natured
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
r	 -^
NOT QUITE
AT MODER- A EX-
ALL A LITTLE ATELY BIT TREMEI_Y
blue 0 0 0 0 0
headache 0 0 0 0 0
vigorous 0 0 0 0 0
nervous 0 0 0 0 0
bushed --------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0
angry 0 0 0 0 0
spiteful 0 0 0 0 0
resentful 0 0 0 0 0
efficient 0 0 0 0 0
foggy
	
---------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0
kind 0 0 0 0 0
able to concentrate 0 0 0 0 0
shaky 0 0 0 0 0
pleasant 0 0 0 0 0
sleepy	 --------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0
fatigued 0 0 0 0 0
happy 0 0 0 0 0
bad-tempered 0 0 0 0 0
loss of appetite 0 0 0 0 0
discouraged	 ---------------------- 0 0 0 0 0
confused 0 0 0 0 0
well-rested 0 0 0 0 0
full of per 0 0 0 0 0
EYSENCK PERSONALITY INVENTORY
FORM B
By H. J. Eyeeiiiek
eels sy`N 5.O. Ey"Mck
Name	 —	 _ Age	 Sex
Grade or C.:cupation	 Date—_
School or Firm	 Marital Status
INSTRUCTIONS
Here a-e some questions regarding the way you behave, feel and act. After
each question is a space for answering "Yes," or "No."
Try and decide whether "Yes," or "No" represents your usual way of acting
or feeling. Then blacken in the space under the col -
umn headed "Yes" or "No."
Work quickly, and don't spend too much time over
any question; we want your first reaction, not a long
drawn-out thought process. The whole questionnaire
shouldn't take more than o few minutes. Be sure not
to omit any questions. Now turn the page over and go ahead. Work quickly, and
remember to answer every question. There are no right or wrong answers, and this
isn't a test of intelligence or ability, but simply a measure of the way you behave.
PUBLISHED BY EDUCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL TESTING SERVICE
BOX 7234. SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA 92107
COPYRIGHT , 196 t BY EDUCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL. TESTING SERVICE
AL-L RIGHTS Fif SERVED
REPRODUCTION OF THIS FORM BY ANY MEANS STRICTLY PROHIBITED
rwlNT[n IN u 5 A
SocHon of An or
Column Correctly
Marked
Yes No
Yes No
F.	 N	 1
I . Do you like plenty of excitement and bustle around you? Yes	 No
2.	 have you often got a restless feeling that you want Yes	 No
something but do not know what?...... .
3. Do you nearly always have a "ready answer" when Yes	 No
people talk to you? .	 .	 ..........	 ....	 .......	 .
4. Do you sometimes feel happy. sometimes sad. without Yes	 No
anv real	 reason?	 .................	 .	 .....	 .	 .
5.	 Do you usually via%	 in the background at pi... ties and Yes	 No
"get-togethter$"? 	 ...	 ..............	 .....	 ..
6. An a child did you always do as you were told gimme- Yes	 No
diately and without grumbling? ....... 	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
7 • Do you sometimes sulk? 	 .............	 ....... Yes No
S. Wh• n you are drawn into a quarrel. do you prefer to Yes No
'have it out" to being silent hoping things will blow
over?	 .............	 ...	 .	 ....	 ......
9. Are	 you	 moodv? ....	 ............	 ....	 ..	 ... Yes Nc
In. Do you like mixing with people? .... . 	 ..	 .. I vS No
11. Have you often lost sleep over your worries? Yes No
12. Do you sometimes get cross?.	 Yes No
13. Would you call yourself happy-go-lucky?	 Yes No
14. Ito you often make up your mind too late?. 	 Yes No
15. Do you like working alone? .................. 	 Yes No
16. Have you often felt listless and tired fur no good	 Yes No
reason? ................. . .. . ......... .
17. Are you rather lively? 	 ................. . ..	 Yes	 No
18. Do you sometimes laugh at a dirty joke? . ........ 	 Yes No
19. Do you often feel "fed-up"? .................. 	 Yes	 No
20. Do you feel uncomfortable in anything but everyday 	 Yes No
Clothes? ...............................
21. floes your mind often wander when you are trying to 	 Yes No
attend closely to something? ..... .... ....... .
22. Can you out vour thoughts into words ouickiv?......	 Yes No
2:1. Are you often "lost In thought"? ...............	 Yes No
24. Are you completely free from prejudices of any kind?	 Yes No
25. Do you like practical jokes? .................. 	 Yes No
26. Do you often think of your past? ...............	 Yes No
27. Ito you very much like good food? ..... ......... 	 Yes NO
28. When you get annoved do you need someone friendly Yes No
to talk to about it? ..... I ......... ........ .
29. Do you mind selling things or asking people for money 	 Yes No
for some good caL 3C? . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30, Do you sometimes boast a little? . • ............
	
Yes No
31. Are you touch, about some things? ............. 	 Yes No
32. Would you rather be at home on your own than go to a	 Yes No
boring party? .......................... .
33. Do you sometimes got so restless that you cannot sit 	 Yes No
long in a chair? ..... I ......... I ......... .
34. Do you like planning things carefully, well ahead of 	 Yes No
time? .................................
35. M you have dizzy spells? ................... 	 Yes No
36. Do you always answer a personal letter us soon as	 Yes No
you can after you have read it? ............... .
37. Can you usually do things better by figuring them out	 Yes No
alone than by talking to others about it? ......... .
38. Do you ever get short of breath without having done 	 Yes No
heavy work? ........................... .
:19, Are you an easy-going person, not generally bothered	 Yes No
about having everything "Just-so"? . . .......... .
40. Ike you suffer from "nerves"? ................ 	 Yes No
11. Would you rather plan things than do things'?.......	 Yes No
42. Ike you sometimes put off until tomorrow what you	 Yes No
ought to 41(1 today? .......... . . ........... .
43. Do you gel nervous in places like elevators. trains or 	 Yes No
tunnels? ...............................
44. When you make new friends, is it usually you who 	 Yes No
makes the first move, or does the inviting? ...... .
45. DO you get very bad headaches? ... . . . ......... 	 Yes No
46. Du you generally feel that things will sort themselves	 Yes No
out and come right in the end somehow?......... .
47. Do you find it hard to fall usleep at bedtime? ...... 	 Yes No
48. [lave you sometimes told lies In your life? ........ 	 Yes No
49. Do you sometimes say the first thing that comes into 	 Yes No
yourhead?	 ............................	 .
50. Do you worry too lung after ten embarrassing Yes	 No
experience?	 ...............	 •	 ...........	 .
51. Ito you usually keep "yourself to yourself" except with Yes	 No
very close friends? .....	 .	 ...........	 .	 .....	 .
52. Do you often get into a jam because you do things with- Yes	 No
out	 thinking?	 .......	 .........	 ......	 .	 ..	 ..	 .
53. Ito you like cracking jokes and telling funny stories to Yes	 No
your friends?	 ......................	 ....
54.	 Would yo-i rather win, than lose a game? ....... . . Yes	 No
55. Do you often feel self-conscious when you are with	 Yes No
superiors? ................... ... ..... .
56. When the odds are against you, do you still usually	 Yes No
think it worth taking a chance? ............... .
57. Do you often get "butterflies to your stomach" before
	 Yes No
an important occasion? ........ . .. . ........ .
i
R E1 1.( )I !UC1111LI!'Y OF Tlfp.:ASe CHECK To SEE THAT You HAVE ANSWF:HF.D ALL TH1: QUESTIONS.
ORIGENAL PAGE IS P()()R.
EPPI S-N Scale
RTM ICTORS FOR T.IF. S—N SC:A 1 .F
a
4
e
The following; 54 pairs of items are statements about
things you may or may not like; about ways in which you
may or may not feel. They are statements of preference.
You are to choose the statement that is most character-
istic of what you like or how you feel. If both statements
describe how you feel, choose the one which is most
characteristic of your feelings. If neither statement ac-
curately describes how you feel, then you should choose
the one which you consider to be less inaccurate.
Your choice in each instance should be in terms of what
you like and how you feel at the present time, and not in
terms of what you think you should like or how you think
you should feet. This is not a test. There are no right
or wrong answers. Your choice should ire a description
of your own personal likes and feelings.
NOR
I. a. I like to accomplish tasks that others recognize as requiring skill
and effort.
b. I like my friends to encourage me when I meet with failure.
2. a. When planning; something, 1 like to get suggestions from other
people whose opinions 1 respect.
b. I like my friends to treat me kindly.
3. a. 1 like to have my life so arranged that it runs smoothly and without
much change in my plans.
b. 1 like my friends to feel sorry for me when I am sick.
o /
Ar ,vow
4. a. I like to be the center of attention in a group.
b. I like my friends to make a fuss over me when 1 am hurt or sick.
S. a. 1 like to avoid situations where I ain expected to do things in a conven-
tional way.
b. I like my friends to sympathize with me and to cheer me up when I
am depressed.
b. a. I like to do my very best in whatever I undertake.
b. I like to Help other people who are less fortunate than I am.
7.a. I like to find out what great men have thought about various problems
in which I am interested.
h. I like to be generous with my friends.
8.a. I like to make a plan before starting; in to do something difficult.
b. 1 like to do small favors for my friends.
9. a. I like to tell othe:L people about adventures and strange things that
have happened to me.
b. I like my friends to confide in me and to tell me their troubles.
10.a. I like to say what I think about things.
b. I like to forgive my friends who may sometimes hurt me.
11.a. I like my friends to encourage me when I meet with failure.
b. I like to be successful in things undertaken.
12.a. I like my friends to be sympathetic and understanding when I have
problems.
b. I like to accept the leadership of pc:c,ple I admire:.
1?. n. I like my friends to treat me kindly.
b. I like to have my work organized and planned before beginning it.
14.a. 1 like my friends to make a fuss over me when I am hurt or sick.
b. I like to talk about my achievements.
1,5, a. I like my friends to feel sorry for me when I am sick.
b. 1 like to avoid situations where 1 am expected to do things in a
Conventional way.
10. a. 1 like my friends to help me when 1 am in trouble.
b. 1 like to do things for my friends.
17. a. I like my friends to do many small favors for me cheerfully.
b. I like to judge people by why they do something--not by what they
actually do.
18, a. 1 like to form new friendships.
b. I like my friends to help me when I am in trouble.
19. a. I like to Judge people by why they do something--not by what they
actually do.	 i
b. I like my friends to show a great deal of affection toward me.
'U. a. I like to be called upon to settle arguments and disputes between
others.
b. 1 like my friends to do many small favors for me cheerfully.
1. a. I feel that I Should confess the things that 1 have done that I regard
as wrong.
b. I like my friends to sympathize with me and to cheer me up when I
aryl depressed.
22. a. I like my friends to sympathize with me and to cheer me up when 1
am depressed.
b. When with a group of people, I like to make the decisions about
what we are going to do.
23.a. I like my friends to feel sorry for me when I am sick.
b. I feel better when I give in and avoid a fight, than I would if I tried
to have my own way.
2 .1, a. I Lke to participate in groups in which the members have warm
friendly feelings toward one another.
b. I like to help my friends when tttey are in trouble.
I^
i
25.a. 1 like to analyze my own motives and feelings.
b. 1 like to s)7»pathize with my friends when they are hurt or sick.
26. a. I like my friends to help me when I am in trouble.
b. I like to treat other people with kindness and sympathy.
27. a. I like to be one of the leaders in the organizations and groups to
which I belong.
b. I like to sympathize with my friends when they are hurt or sick.
23. a. I feel that the pain and misery that I have suffered has done me
more good than Harm.
h. I like to show a great deal of affection toward my friends.
29. a. I Lke my friends to be sympathetic and understanding when I have
problems.
b. I like to meet new people.
30. a. I like my friends to do many small favors for me cheerfully.
b. I like to stay up late working in order to get a job dole.
31. a. I like my friends to show a great deal of affection toward me.
b. I like to become sexually excited.
32. a. I like my friends to make a fuss over me %aen I am hurt or sick.
b. I feel like hlaming orhers when things go wrong for me.
33. a. I Like to he 4 my friends when they are in trouble.
b. I like to do my very best in whatever I undertake.
34. a. I like to do small favors for my friends.
b. When pl<annitp something, I like to get suggestions from other
people whose opinions I respect.
35. a. I like to be generous with my friends.
b. I like to make a plan before starting in to do something difficult.
36.1. I like to show a great deal of affection toward my friends.
b. I like to say things that are regarded as witty and clever by other
people.
:17. a. I like to sympathize with m y friends when they are hurt or :Jc•k.
b. I Like to say what I think about things.
38. a. l like to help my friends when they are in trouble.
b. I like to be lovnI to my friends.
4. I like to be generous with my fric;nus.
n. I like to observe how another individual fZ!Cls in a given situation.
40.a. I like to forgive my friends who may sometimes hurt me.
b. 1 like my friends to entourage me when 1 meet with failure.
41.a. I like to experiment and to uy new things.
b. I like my friends to be sympathetic and understanding when I have
problems.
42.a. I like to keep working at a puzzle or problem until it is solved.
b. I like my friends to treat me kindly.
43. a. I like to be regarded as physically attractive by those of the op-
py )site sex.
b. I like my friends to show a great deal of affection toward me.
44.a. I feel like criticizing someone publicly if he .deserves it.
b. I like my friends to make fuss over me when I am hurt or sick.
45.a. 1 like to show a great deal of affection toward my friends.
b. I like to bL- regarded by others as a leader.
46. a. l like to show a great deal of affection toward my friends.
b. When things go wrong for me, I feel that I am more to blame
than anyone else.
47. a. I like to do new and different things.
b. I like: to treat other people with kindness and sympathy.
48. a. When. I have some assignment to do, I like to start in and keep
working on it unt?1 it is completed.
b. I like to help other people who are less fortunate than I am.
49.2. I like to engage .iri :social 	 with persons of the opposite sex.
b. I Like to forgive my friends W)o may sometimes hurt me.
,50. a. I like to attack points of view that are contrary to mine.
b. I like my friends to confide in me and to tell me their troubles.
51. a. I like to treat other people with kindness and sympathy.
b. I like to travel and to see the country.
52. a. I like to help other people who are less fortunate than I am.
b. I like to finish any fob or task that I begin.
4
53. n. I like to 0o small favors for my friends.
b. I like to engage in social activities with persons of the opposite sex.
54. n. I like my friends to confide in me and to tell me their troubles.
b. I like to read newspaper accounts of murders and other forms of
violence.
INSTRUCTORS FOR THE I-E SCALE
This is a questionnaire to find out the way in -. ► hich certain
itn?)ortant events in our society affect different people. Ench
item consists of a pair of alternatives lettered a or b. Please
select the one statement of each pair (and only one) which you
more strcngly believe to be the case as far as you're con-
cerned. Be sure to select the one you actually believe to be
more true rather r.han the one you think you should choose or
the one you would like tr, be true. This is a measure of per-
sonal belief; obviously there are no right or wrong answers,
Please answer these items carefully but do not spend too
much time on any one item. Be sure to find an answer for
every choice.
In some instances you may discover that you believe both
statements or neither one. In such cases, be sure to select
the one you more strongly believe to be the case as far as
you're concerned. Also try to respond to each item inde-
pendently wher making your choice; 	 not be influenced by
your previous ..hoices.
(. a. Children fret into trouble because their parents punish them too
much.
b. 11le trouble with most children nowadays is that their parents
are too easy with them.
2. a. Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are partly due to
bad luck.
b. People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they make.
3. a. One of the major reasons why we have wars is because people
don't take enough interest in politics.
b. 'There will always be wars, no matter how hard people try to
prevent them.
4. a. In the long rtin people get the respect they deserve in this W rld.
b. Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes unrecognized
no matter how hard he tries.
5. a. The idea that tea^Viers are unfair to students is nonsense.
b. Most students don'c realize the extent to which their grades
are influenced by accidental happenings.
b. a. Without the right breaks one cannot be an effective leader.
b. Capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken advan-
tage of their opportunities.
7. a. No matter how hard you try some people just don't like you.
b. People who can't get others to like them don't understand how
to gec along with others.
S. a. Heredity plays the major role in determining one's personality.
b. It is one's experiences in Life which determine what they're like.
9. a. I have often t)und that, what is going to happen will happen.
b. Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me as making
u Decision to take a definite course of action.
10.a. In the case of the well prepared student there is rarely if ever
such a thing as an unfair test.
b. Many times exam questions tend to be so unrelated to ceu rse
work that 'Addying is really useless.
11.a. Becoming a success is a matter of hard work, luck has little or
nothing to do wide it.
b. G°tting a good job depends mainly on being in the right place at
the right time.
12.a. The average citizen can ha ,fe an influence in government decisions.
h. This world is run by the few people in power, and there is not
much the little guy can do about it.
13.a. When 1 make plans, I am almost certain that I can make d.,em
work.
b. It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because many things
turn out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow.
14.a. 'There are certain people who are just no good.
b. 'There is some good in everybody.
15.a. In my case getting what I want has little or nothing tD do with luck.
b. Many times we might just as well decide what to do by flipping a
coin.
16.a. Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough to
be in the right place first.
b. Getting people to do the right thing depends upon ability, luck has
little or nothing to do with it.
17.a. As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are the victims
of forces we can neither understand, nor control.
L). By taking an active part in political and social affairs the people
can control world events.
18.a. Most people don't realize the extent to which their lives are con-
trolled by accidental happenings.
b. There really is no such thing as "luck.
19.a. One should always be willing to admit mistakes.
b. It is usually best to cover up one's mistakes.
20.a. It is hard to know whether or not a person really likes you.
b. T Iow many friends you have depends upon how nice a person you
are.
21.a. In the long run the bad things that happen to us are balanced by
the good ones.
b. Most misfortunes are the result of lack of ability, ignorance, lazi-
ness, or all three.
22.a. With enough effort we can wipe out political corruption.
b. It is difficult for people to have much control over the things poli-
ticians do in office.
23. a. Sometimes I can't understand how teachers arrive at the grades
they give.
b. 'Mere is a direct connection between how hard I study and the
grades I get.
24. n. A good leader expects people to decide for themselves what
their jobs are.
b. A good leader makes it clear to everybody what their jobs are.
25. a. Many times I feel that I have little influence over the things that
happen to me.
h. It is impossible for me to believe that chance or luck plays an
important role in my life.
26. a. People are lonely because they don't try to be friendly.
b. 'IYiere's not much use in trying too hard to please people, if they
like you, they like you.
27. a. There is too much emphasis on athletics in high school.
b. Team sports are an excellent way to build character.
28. a. What happens to me is my own doing.
b. Sometimes I feel that I don't have enough control over the direc-
tion my life is taking.
29—a. Most of the time I can't understand why politicians behave the
why they do.
b. in the long run the people are responsible for bad government
on a national as well as on a local level.
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CONFIDENTIAL
Psychologica I Screening Test
1. Permission
I hereby agree to complete this screening test which I understand is part of
a selection procedure for subjects for psychological and physiological studies to
be conducted by Robert Roessler, M. D. I understand the results will. be  confi-
dential and the test will be destroyed as soon as the selection of subjects has
been completed.
If I am selected, the nature of the experiment will be further explained to
me and if I agree to participate, my consent for further experimentation will be
obtained.
Signed:
	
	
Age	 Seat
subject
Address:	 Telephone No.
Date:
II. Instructions
Part A:
Here are some statements and questions regard ing the way you behave, feel,
and act. After each question is a space for answeni,g "TRUE" or "FALSE".
Try to decide whether "TRUE" or "FALSE" represents your usW:, l way of
acting or feeling. Then put a cross in the space under the column headed "TRUE"
or "FALSE".
Part B:
This section contains 48 statements about the way you act arri think. You are
to indicate wh--thr r the statement applies to you "Usually", "Often", "Occasional-
ly", or "Rarely or Never" by marking an X in the appropriate column.
Work quickly, and don't slend too much time over any question; we want
your first reaction, not a long, drawn-out thought process. The whole question-
naire shouldn't take more than a few minutes. Be sure not to omit any questions.
Now turn the page over and go ahead. Work quickly, and remember to answer
even, question. There are no right or wrong answers, and this isn't a test of in-
telligence or ability, but simply a measure of the way you behave.
W
r
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1`a rt A:
	 n
TRUE FALSE
1. During the past few ^^ears I have been well most of the time. 1.
2. I am in just as good physical health as most of my friends. 2.
3. I have never had a fainting spell. 3. .
4. I feel week all over much of the time. 4.
5. M y hands have not become clumsy or awkward. 5.
6. 1 have a cough most of the time. 6.
7. 1 have a good appetite. 7.
8. I have diarrhea once a month or more. 8.
9. At times I hear so well it bothers me. 9. ^
10. 1 seldom worry about my health. 10.
11. My sleep is fitful and disturbed. 11.
F	 12. I feel unable to tell anyone all about myself. 12.
13. I feel sympathetic towards people who tend to hang on to 13.
their grief and troubles.
14. I brood a great deal. 14.
15. 1 frequently find myself worrying about something. 15.
16. 1 have met problems so full of possibilities that I have been 16.
unable to make up my mind about them.
17. I get mad easily and then get over it soon. 17.
18. When I leave home, I do not worry about whether the door is 18.
locked and the windows closed.
19. Sometimes some unimportant thought will run through my 19.
mind and bother me for days.
20. Often I cross the street in order not to meet someone I see. 20.
21. I dream frequently about things that are best kept to myself. 21.
22. 1 go to church almost every week. 22.
23. 1 pray several tinges every week. 23.
24. Christ performed miracles such as changing wa ger into wine. 24.
25. Everything is turning out just like the prophets of the Bible 25.
said it would.
26. 1 have had some very unusual religious experiences. 26.
27. I believe my sins are unpardonable. 27.
28. 1 would certainly enjoy beating a crook at his own game. 28.
29. When I get bored, I like to stir up some excitement. 29.
30. I do many things which i regret afterwards (I regret things 30.
more or more often than others seem to).
31. 1 can be friendly with people who do things which I consider 31.
wrong.
32. Some people are so bossy that I feel like doing the opposite 32.
of what they request, even though I know they are nght.
33. 1 like to flirt. 33.
3-1. 1 am attracted by members of the opposite sex. 34.
;5. 1 never- attend a sexy show if I can avoid it. 35.
.1(*, . 1 like to talk at	 Ut sex. 36.
I Flo n0t like to see women smoke. 37.
tionictimcs I enioy hcrting persons 1 love. 38.
-now
Part A continued:	 Page 2
TRUE FA LSE
39. 1 have held very peculiar and strange experiences. 39.
40. 1 have strange and peculiar thoughts. 40.	 ^-
41. I have had blank spells in which my activities were inter- 41.
rupred and I did not know what was going on around me.
42. When I am with people, I am bothered by hearing very queer 42.
things.
43. At times 1 have fits of laughing and crying that I cannot 43.
control.
44. I have had no difficulty in keeping my balance in walking. 44.
45. Parts of my body often have feelings like burning, tingling, 45.
crawling, or like "going to sleep".
46. My skin seems to be unusually sensitive to touch. 46.
47. My plans have frequently seemed so full of difficulties that
_
47.
I have had to give them up.
48. I am easily downed in an argument. 48.
49. 1 find it hard to keep my mind on a task or job. 49.
50. My way of doing things is apt to be misunderstood by others. 50.
5 1. I sometimes feel that I am about to go to pieces. 51.
52. 1 feel tired a good deal of the time. 52.
53. If I were an artist, I would like to draw flowers. 53.
54. If I were an artist, I would like to draw children. 54.
55. 1 like collecting flowers or growing; house plants. 55.
56. I like to cook. 56.
57. When someone says silly or ignorant things about some- 57.
thing I know, I try to set him right.
58. I am not afraid of fire. 58.
59. I am made nc- rvous by certain animals. 59.
60. Dirt fright, ^s or disgusts me. 60.
61. I am afraid of finding myself in a closet or small closed 61.
place.
62. I have often been frightened in the middle of the nigr :. 62.
63. I like science. 63.
64. 1 think Lincoln was greater than Washington. 64.
65. 1 very much like horseback riding. 65.
66. The man who had most to do with me when I was a child 66.
(such as my fattier, stepfather, etc. ) was very strict with
me.
67. One or more members of my family is very nervous. 67.
68. In m y home we have always had the ordinary necessities 68.(such as enough food, clothing, etc. ).
jI
Adjective Checklist nCPart B:
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1. l like excitement ..............................0000..... 0 0 0 0
2. I answer quickly. .... 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 •.. .. 0. 0 .. . 0 0 0 0 0 0• ... .. .. 0 0 0 0
3. I am restrained. •• 0.. 0. 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0. 0. 0 0 0 .. 0.. 0. 0 • 0 0.. 0 0.. 0 0 0 U
4. I like to watch fires........ 	 ....... 0 0 0 0
S. I write neatly... ..	 ..Oo.- 0 0 0 0
6. I am free and spontaneous.... 	 ................ 0 0 0 0
7. 1 am careful. ........... 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 .. • 0 . 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 .. 0 .. 0. 0 0 0 0
8. 1 am restless at lectures.	 ........ 0 0 0 0
9. I eat slowly... oo.o ... 0 0 0 0
10. 1 buy things which I don't need.... 0 ....... o	 ........ 0 0 0 0
11. I like new situations. . o o o . o . . o o ... o ............... o....o 0 0 0 0
12. I like variety in my work ............................... 0 0 0 0
13. I like to read. .. 0•... .. .. 0 0 0. 0 .. 0.. 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0. 0 0.. 0. 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0
14. I shout at people ..................................0000. 0 0 0 0
15. I speak slowly and deliberately. 	 ....... 0 0 0 0
16. hike mathematics, 0 , o ... 0 0 0 0
17. I am a calm thinker.. . .. o. o o. .	 ........ 0 0 0 0
18. I like detailed work. 0 .. . 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0. 0.6 0 • .... 0 0 0 0 0... 0 0 0 0
19. l like competition. . .. . 0 0 0 0 0. 0000 0.. 0 0.. 0 0 0.... 0 0 0. 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0
20. I walk and move fast. . . . .... .. .. . . 0 . .. .... 0.0 0 . .. . . 0 ... . 0 0 0 0
21. 1 say what I feel like saying. ..0000 ...................... 0 0 0 0
22. I am easily bored ...................................... 0 0 0 0
23. I throw things or bang doors, ........................... 0 0 0 0
24. I am a good listener.................................... 0 0 0 0
..^
	
.;0000	
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25. I say things which I later regret ........................ 0 0 0 0
26. My hands shake when doing fine tasks.. 0 0 0 0
27. I am easily distracted...	 .0000 so o &***so* o so an *a. 0 0 0 0
t 28. I like to rake chances ......... . ........................ 0 0 0 0
29. I act on impulse ...................................... 0 0 0 0
30. I complete what I start ................................ 0 0 0 0 {
s
31. I am serious .... . .................................... 0 0 0 0
f
32.
•
I am enthusiastic .. .. .... .. .. ... . .. ... 00000. .. .. ... . .. 0 0 0 0
33. I concentrate easily............ ....................... 0 0 0 0
34. I take dares just for fun ............................... 0 0 0 0
35. I am carefree.. 	 ................. 0 0 0 0
36. I like risky situations ......... ........................ 0 0 0 0•
37. I take chances...	 000000 ........................... 0 0 0 0
38. I am patient .......................................... 0 0 0 0
39. I let myself "go " at a party...... . so	 s ........ o**.Oeoo 0 0 0 0
40. I liven up dull parties....... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .................. 0 0 0 0
41. I like golfing.. ....................................... 0 0 0 0
42. I make friends easily......... 0.0 0 0. Soso .............. 0 0 0 0
43. I am happy -go -lucky .................................. 0 0 0 0
44. I like complex problems ............................... 0 0 0 0
45, Ithink before I act ..................................... 0 0 0 0
46. I like simple approaches to life ............. 0.9 0 0 6 6 6 8 ... 0 0 0 0
4 71. I change my plans ...... 0.0 ........................... 0 0 0 0
48. I am impulsive ...................................... 0 0 0 0
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Instructions for Prisoner's Dilemma "Task
SUBJECT A
You will be given five dollars which is yours to keep and
another three dolli r- s to use in this task. It is possible to gain
more money or to lose some by perforn ► ing the decision task I am
ab0llt tO ClesCribe. "]'here will be ninety trials and on each teal you
will make a choice between the two green buttons on the top of your
module. When the smell red ready light between the buttons comes
on, either PUS 11 button 41 or push button 42. When you have responded
the n2,-ldy liolit will go out, indicating your response has been recorded.
Fifteen second,, a i t o r the ready light cones on the result of your re-
spon:w will bo .ii:^p!:Tyied to you via the four red lights on the front
pa nc l I -f you t	 x! u 1	 Now, you will notice on your p, net that tyro
pe rfc ► t l i o rs ; ► 	 to by the letters A and B. As is marked
Oil y0 1,1 1* mOklul :,	 re A. In this experiment performer B is a
p	 r tnlnaed	 ti`, generator. In an earlier experiment the other
perft+, •nte r w^:	 I person. : TOW I will explain the four lights on
your patrol, ott_ ^.' Arch Will come on after every trial.
StllJao;;_ •	c-lloose to press button #1 and the ra ndom response
eglliprnent Ital:; 	 t:a Illake a 7t] response also, daen you each Win 50.
If you choose ' gin,'; the equipment chooses 4,2, you lose 100 and 13
wila^ 10^. If %-,: , u c',r^o^e #2 and the equipment choose:; #1, then you
Will IUD anLl li ',130--, 10^.
A re t i l„IV any questions?
Since you have electrodes Attached to one of your hands you
will need to keep that hand as still and as relaxed as possible during
the experiment. Utie only the alternate, flue hand to push the buttons.
It is very important that you do not move your Wired-up hand and arm!
Now I will leave to check to be sure your eloctivdes are work-
ing properly. It will Like about foot minutes so just sit here, relax
and try not to move yourwired -up hand and arrl. When the red ready
light comes on in a few minutes the experiment is ready to begin and
you should make your first response by pushing 41 or n2. Fifteen
ht^t ruction, fo t I'ri:,oitc is I )11CI11111a '1'^^ 5k, Subject A Z
seconds -I 11C r th 'It li ht appen rs, the resuII of your ruspollse g ill tr;
displayed fo.r five sccoads and thcn the iet-tdy li; lit will comc on
Continue m<<kill" choices each titllc'. the t-;ady li4`ht comes Oil
until we tell you to stop. Thct.x! will be a short break aftcr thc; fi rst
30 trials.
Any mom, qucstions?
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Some indiVidUal variability which has characterized studies on
the effects of sleep deprivation upon human performance is related to per-
sonality. In an attempt to clarify the sources of this variability, sub-
jects were selected on the basis of personality variables. Two major
orthogonal dimensions account for most of the variance as reported by most
factor-analytic studies of self-report personality measures. These e .men-
sions are extrove rsion-introversion rand neuroticism-ego strength. Th e
Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS) and the I s .-arron Ego strength Scale (Es)
were used respectively to tap these personality dimensions. The BIs and
Es have been associated with performance measures and broad coping ability
and should therefore be well suited for prediction of performance on a
sustained vigilance task under stress.
Since a high Es score is associated with superior performance
and a high BIS score is associated with inferior performance, the perfor-
mance of persons scoring high on both scales was predicted to be similar
to that of subjects scoring near the mean on both measures. Similarly,
those persons with low Es/low BIS scores were predicted to perform at the
level of subjects with Es and BIS scores near the mean. In addition,
superior performance from high Es/low BIS subjects, and inferior perfor-
mance from low Es/high BIS subjects was predicted.
Sixteen male subjects (mean age 24.6 years) were selected based
on their Es and BLS scores falling + 0.75 S.D. from the mean. Since no
lend Es/low BIS group could be formed the four groups were: high Es/high
BIS (N = 3); high Es/low BIS (N = 4); low Es/high BIS (N = 4); and normal
Es/normal BIS (N = 5). After one practice session, the subjects returned
to the laboratory in the evening for the 3-night sleep deprivation study.
They were tested for a total of 12, 6-hr sessions, for a total of 72 hr
of wakefulness. They were then allowed to sleep overnight and upon waking
were given another 6-hr test session, the recovery session. The data
reported here are derivee from a complex vigilance performance task (for
details see Strausbaugh and Roessler, Perceptual and Motor Skills, 31:671-
677 (1970)).
Each vigilance session began with a 5 min rest period followed
by a 10 min period during which S was required to monitor the 3 m visual
display. Then during the next 20 min S was presented a list of 25 words
through earphones while monitoring the visual display. Different word
lists equated for difficulty were used in each testing occurring once
every 6 hr throughout the deprivation period. Another 10 min of visual
monitoring followed, after which S was asked to recall and write down as
many of the 25 words as he could remember, regardless of order of presen-
tation. Order of the visual monitoring only and visual monitoring - word
memory conditions was thus counter-balanced within subjectj. S was given
IOC for every word correctly recalled. Only the data from trials 1, 3, 5,
7, 9, 11, 12, and 13 (the rebound session) were used for analysis in order
to reduce data volume.
11ie -Mlt
Physiological measures monitored during these sessions included
heart rate+, skin conductance, nnul respiration.
f(esuIts: Analyses of variance Lor repented measures were per-
formed on the three physiological measures and nn the four performance
measures available from the vigilance task: (a) number of signals unde-
tected, i.e., omission errors (OF.), (b) number of meters examined in a
5-min interval, i.e., interrogation rate (IR), (c) number of words for-
gotten of the 25 words presented, i.e., word-forgetting scores (WF), and
(d) average reaction times (RT) for those meter defledtions to which S
attempted to respond. All of these measures were subjected to analyses
comparing: (a) sleep deprivation trials (6 hr test sessions), (b) the
four groups of subjects selected, (c) the three levels of each personaiity
dimension, and (d) the two levels of vigilance task complexity (visual
monitoring only or visual plus auditory monitoring).
in summary, heart sate and all four perfon p.ance measures revealed
sleep deprivation effects for all subjects (see Table 1). In addition,
OE, IR, and WF were related to task complexity but RT was not. Omission
errors and interrogation rate differed among the four personality groups
(see Table 2). The differences between groups on the interrogation rate
parameter are shown in the displayed figure. Both of these measures (OE
and IR) also differed for groups constituted on the basis of Es scores
alone and BIS scores alone (see Table 3). In addition, word forgetting
deviation scores also showed differences related to Es. The reaction time
measure showed no differences related to personality. While the high Es/
low BIS group performed best on three of the four measures, there were no
significant group X trial interactions.
Heart rate covaried significantly with the performance measures,
omission errors and interrogation rate, especially for the low Es/high BIS
group. Those subjects with high ego strength were found to have lower
skin conductance over the sleep deprivation poriod. Respiration did not
show consistent variation either with personality or sleep deprivation.
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TAIIII '2
GROUP MEANS FOR PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Group 1: Group 2: Group 3: Group 4:
High Es High Es Low Es Norm. Es
Higli BIS Low BIS High BIS Norm. BIS
a/
Raw Score 11.3 10.0 14.8 14.6
OE Baseline 9.0 6.6 10.7 12.1
Dev. Scoreb/ + 3.1 + 4.4 + 5.5 + 3.3
Raw Score 453.9 506.6 336.5 256.6
IR Baseline 538.1 499.3 524.8 353.9
Dev. Score - 93.1 + 15.1 - 245.8 -	 130.4
Raw Score 1073 1095 1162 1138
RT Baseline 1023 1048 1064 1088
(in Dev. Score + 58 + 62 + 122 + 65
msec)
iY
Raw Score
	 15.8	 17.8
	
15.4	 15.9
WF	 Baseline	 11.7	 12.9
	
6.8
	 10.2
Dev. Score	 + 5.6	 + 6.5
	
+ 11.8
	
+ 7.6
a/ Raw score means are based on all performance trials, from the
0 to 6 hr deprivation trial through the rebound trial.
b/ Deviation score means are based on six performance trials,
from 13 to 18 hr deprivation trial throLght the 67 to 72 hr
sleep deprivation trial.
NOTE: All measures except word-forgetting (WF) are calculated
per 5-min segment of the vigilance task.
ITABLE 3
PERF0I MANCE WASURE 'SANS FOR PERSONALITY TRAIT LEVELS
Ego St:.:t^gth Normal Es/ Impulsiveness
ili,L Low Normal	 BIS High Low
Raw Score!/ 10.6 14.8 14.6 13.3 9.9
OE Baseline 7.7 10.7 12.1 10.0 6.6
. Dev. Score) + 3.8 + 5.5 + 3.3 + 4.4 + 4.4
Raw Scare 488.2 336.5 256.6 391.2 507.4
IR Baseline 515.9 524.8 353.9 530.5 499.3
Dev. Score - 30.3 - 245.8 -	 130.5	 - 180.4 + 15.1
3
Raw Score 1086 1162 1138 1124 1095
RT Baseline 1037 1069 1088 1049 1048
(in Dev. Score + 60 + 122 + 65 + 95 + 62
msec )
Raw Score 16.9 15.4 15.9 15.6 17.8
WF Baseline 12.4 6.8 10.2 8.9 12.9
Dev. Score +	 6.1. + 11.8 + 7.6 + 9.2 6.5
a/ Raw score means are based on all performance trials, from the
0 to 6 hr deprivation trial through the rebound trial.
b / Deviation score means are based on six performance trials,
from the 13 to 18 hr deprivation trial through the 67-72 hr
sleep deprivation trial.
NOTE: All measures except word-forgetting (WF) are calculated
per 5-min segment of the vigilance task.
